DECLARATION OF THE BIDDER/SELLER/SUPPLIER
According to standards and guidelines of the Austrian Red Cross and our donors the following has to be read
and accepted by potential bidders/sellers/suppliers.
The bidder/seller/supplier ……………………………………………………………… declares that it is not:
a) bankrupt, wound up, have it affairs administered by the courts, have entered into an arrangement
with creditors, has suspended business activities, be the subject of proceedings concerning these
matters or analogous situations;
b) convicted for an offence concerning professional conduct;
c) guilty of grave professional misconduct proven by any relevant means;
d) unfulfilling the obligations relating to the payment of social security contributions or payment of
governmental taxes where these payments are due;
e) subject of judgement for fraud, corruption, involvement in criminal organization or any other illegal
activity;
f)

offering, giving, receiving or soliciting, directly or indirectly, anything of value to influence improperly
the activities of the Contracting Authority;

g) undertaking any arrangements between other potential suppliers to influence the price or to gain
any other benefit;
h) using fraudulent practices which misleads the Contracting Authority to obtain appropriate data;
i)

using any kind of child labour and is not in breach with any national standards of basic social rights
and working conditions;

j)

declared in serious breach of contract in other grant award procedures financed by the European

Commission.
k) subject to a conflict of interest; Conflict of interests is a situation where the impartial and objective
exercise of the assigned functions, tasks and activities is compromised for reasons involving family,
emotional life, political or national affinity, economic interest or any other shared interest with
another person or party.
l)

guilty of misrepresentation in supplying the information required by the contracting authority as a
condition of participation in the contract procedure or fail to supply this information;

The bidder/seller/supplier shall give the Contracting Authority (Austrian Red Cross) and mandated
organizations access to its financial transactions, relating to the procurement, supply and delivery of a water
and sanitation equipment “M40”.

_______________________________________

__________________________

Signature of the representative of the supplier, position

place, date and stamp
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